
EXPERIENCE

FREELANCER

◆ Transform various UI designs from Adobe XD/Figma to functional websites, web
applications, and dashboards using React.js based frameworks.

◆ Integration of Restful APIs and GraphQl APIs.

◆ Deploying websites to hosting solutions.

SARL ARTEC INT

◆ Build in-house web applications and modules from concept through deployment,
with a responsive, mobile-first approach using Odoo framework.

◆ Customize existing Odoo modules to fit the client's needs.

◆ Create dashboards and reports to visually track, analyze, and represent KPIs
based on the client's demands.

◆ Continuously integrated and deployed developed software.

◆ Responsible for experimenting and adapting existing technologies in the
workflow.

Software Engineer

Jul 2018 - PresentFront-End Web
Developper

Web Application Developer

ABOUT ME

I'm a web application developer, highly experienced in developing
websites/web-application using React.js and Node.js also I'm a python
programmer and I love experimenting with new web technologies.

Sep 2018 - Jul 2020

PROJECTS

Sonatrach (oil and
gas company)

Complementary information system for RTOM division
(Real Time Operations Management)
Integrated an information system that maintains and supports the used real-time system,
by managing interventions, support tickets, mission tracking, and visualizes team KPIs.

◆ Developed new features and improved the existed with Odoo framework.

◆ Create custom dashboards and reports using JavaScript.

◆ Refactored and improved the existed workflow.

◆ Redesigned the system deployment using HA architecture.

https://github.com/honohunter
https://honohunter.netlify.app/
mailto:bouasla.Alaa@outlook.com


EDUCATION

Master Degree in
Embedded Systems

University of
Badji Mokhtar Annaba

2016 - 2018

2013 - 2016

Bachelor Degree in
Systems Information

University of
Badji Mokhtar Annaba

LANGUAGES

Arabic Native

English Good

French Medium

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Python JavaScript Gatsby.js

Node.js Next.js Odoo

PostgreSQL Webpack Frontend

MVC Lunix

React

Microfrontends

PERSONAL SKILLS

Fast LearningProblem Solving

Innovation

Teamwork Open Mindedness

Creativity Leadership Adaptability

SARL Baaloudj & Fils
(mineral water

production unity)

ERP information system
Implemented an Enterprise Resource Planning software (Odoo) that allows the client to
manage, improve, and automate there existing workflow anywhere from human resources
to customer relationship management.

◆ Worked closely with the client to customize and improve the existing Odoo
modules to fit in their workflow.

◆ Developed new modules and features.

◆ Built and designed dashboards and report using ReactJS


